
<CL° is the concept range in the Oldenburg Vineyards stable. A concept 
means the representation of an idea. For us, the <CL° range represents a key 
part of the Oldenburg Vineyards story: that we are cooler than Stellenbosch 
(in terms of climate).

There are 8 Natural Elements that make our corner of the Banghoek Valley a 
special place to make wine, and three of these elements (the mountain ranges, 
the elevation and the winds) influence the coolness of our valley. 

This cooler climate elevates the quality of our grapes and wine significantly, 
through slower and more even ripening. Cooler climate, cooler wines. 

WINEMAKING / MATURATION

The Chardonnay and Chenin Blanc in this delightful blend is entirely sourced
from the Oldenburg Vineyards farm. Harvested from the Riverland blocks, these
vines are planted in rich alluvial soils. 20% of the wine was oaked in older 300l
French oak barrels for 8 months, while the rest was tank fermented, using a
combination of spontaneous fermentation and inoculation.

TASTING NOTES

Few wines have the potential to put you in as good a mood as this refreshing
blend. Simultaneously a talking point and a statement, this wine presents with a
lovely lemon yellow colour in the glass. On the nose it is abundantly fruity, with
hints of passionfruit, guava, a grapefruit-like pithiness and vivid aromas of freshly
cut grass and green pepper. The palate is bold, showcasing a floral side,
tangerines, pears and green apples. The wine delivers a generous splash of
acidity, and has a harmonious and balanced finish.

VINTAGE CONDITIONS

The 2020 season brought another exceptional harvest. The winter months saw

good rainfall – only slightly less compared to the previous year. Spring brought

ideal conditions, leading to even bud-break and homogenous shoot growth. The 

summer ripening period was consistent and moderate, and without heat spikes, 

bringing about uniform flavour development and phenolic ripeness in the grapes.

HARVEST

TECHNICAL DATA

MATURATION

PRODUCTION

2020

<CL° SERIES

COMPOSITION 54% Chardonnay, 46% Chenin Blanc

2nd Week of February 2020 

ALC 13.51% | RS 2.7g/l | TA 6.3g/L | pH 3.31

20% oaked in old 300l French oak barrels for 8 months

9 181 bottles

<CL° White 

New packshots to be placed

Updated at Vintage Release Tasting. 25.01.2021. 
Tasted by Nic van Aarde, Stefan Reinmuth and Amos Sobashe


